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Strategy by Design 
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How will we realize  

your project’s  

full potential? 
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What can we  

achieve together? 

? 

Places people love begin with a human-to-human conversation.   

Buy-in           Believe-in  



Together we become  

thinking partners  

who create “reliable magic.” 
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Great places begin by seeing possibilities.   



 

Reliable magic happens when we  

draw on the wisdom and potential of  

all participants. My facilitation and 

design thinking skills fuel this 

diagnostic process. 
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How do we want 

people to feel? 

What is the higher 

purpose of this project? 
 

What values will we 

communicate?  

 

What do we want to happen  

in this new place? 

Challenging questions spark big thinking.    



Guided by the research of leaders in 

organizational behaviour and group  

decision making, my approach is simple, 

direct and transformational.    
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My process is evidence-based, all natural and fat-free.  



How can we avoid   

self-limiting decisions? 
 

It involves the art of seeing around corners.  
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What are the risks and  

mitigation strategies? 



We create criteria that measure what matters most. 

Meaningful words, not generic buy-in 

 

Criteria for the balanced scorecard are 

created by the participants. Aspirations  

and concerns  are depicted within four  

categories that address impact, legacy, 

value for money and functionality.    
 

Words are specific and reflect a deep 

understanding of project opportunities. as 

well as shared responsibilities.   

Balanced Scorecard 
Strategic Design Priorities 
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There are five basic ingredients.  
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Sharon VanderKaay, B.Sc. Design (University of Michigan) , Associate AIA,  
facilitates design strategy and visual literacy sessions for facility master 
planning and design projects.  
 

My approach provides stakeholders with the knowledge and foresight to 
make better decisions and create the best possible project results. I unite 
diverse voices around shared interests, values and purpose. 
 

My process draws on extensive research in group dynamics and collaborative 
decision-making. I’ve led over 300 facilitated sessions that tackle the 
questions stakeholders should be asking in order to fully understand their 
options and future potential.  
 

I am the originator of design strategy workshops known as Common Ground 
and Critical Eye as well as the Facilities Planning Balanced Scorecard.  
 
 

I’ve led over 300 facilitated 

sessions dedicated to 

awakening the brain power 

and enthusiasm in the room.   



SCOPE  

TIME  COST 
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